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What We’ll Be Discussing
• Methodology: Bill Bengen’s “Deterministic” approach 

using actual historical data for asset class returns and 
inflation (vs. “Stochastic” modeling approach)

• The Portfolio Retirement “Balloon”

• Part 1: “The Three Musketeers”: Three Key Historical 
Withdrawal Plans which “failed”

• Part 2: How to Detect a Failing Withdrawal Plan

• Part 3: Fixing a Failing Plan (3 case studies)
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Intro: Summary of Bill Bengen’s Methodology: 
“Safe” Withdrawals from Retirement Portfolios

• “Deterministic” approach using actual historical 
data for asset class returns and inflation.

• Asset classes employed: US Large-Company 
stocks, US Small-Company stocks, US 
Intermediate-Term Government Bonds, US Money 
Market funds Data Source: Morningstar Ibbotson 
data base.

• 245 investors retiring first day of each quarter, 
1/1/1926 through 1/1/1986.
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Intro: Summary of Bill Bengen’s Methodology: 
“Safe” Withdrawals from Retirement Portfolios

• Asset classes rebalanced annually.

• Withdrawals made at end of each year.

• “Initial withdrawal rate” (IWR) is the $ amount 
withdrawn from a portfolio at the end of the first 
year of retirement, divided by initial portfolio value.

• In the “Lifestyle withdrawal scheme”, the IWR is 
discarded after the first year, and future years’ 
dollar withdrawals are adjusted for inflation.
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The Retirement Portfolio “Balloon” with 2 holes

In:
Investment 
Portfolio
Returns

Out:
Portfolio
Withdrawals
(grow with
inflation)
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The Retirement Portfolio “Balloon” with 2 holes

• It is convenient to think of a retirement investment
portfolio as a balloon with two opposing holes.

• One hole, “investment returns”, augments the
quantity of air in the balloon, while the other hole,
representing “withdrawals”, depletes the balloon.

• It is the constant battle between these two
elements which determines the success or
failure of a retirement withdrawal plan.
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Part 1: “The Three Musketeers”:
Three “Stressed” Historical Withdrawal Plans
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Intro: “The Three Musketeers”

• Over the last 90 years, the average retiree was able
to successfully withdraw 7% from his or her tax-
advantaged portfolio for 30 years.

• For a few retirees, “SAFEMAX” (the highest safe
withdrawal rate) was much lower. I consider these
“stressed” withdrawal plans.

• Let’s study three notable cases, each with
a different inflation profile during the
early years of retirement.
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Intro: “The Three Musketeers”  (2)

• To conduct our analysis, we shall examine 30-year
charts of the following four quantities for each
scenario:

• End-of-year portfolio values
• Annual portfolio rates of return
• Annual Current Withdrawal Rates
• Annual CPI

• These four charts will become standard
tools for our analysis of “failing” withdraw-
al plans.
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The “Big Kahuna”: the October 1, 1968 Retiree
(High inflation early in retirement)
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Figure 1: Portfolio values for the 10/1/1968 retiree
(source of the “4.5% rule”)

• The 10/1/1968 retiree is, so far, the “worst case”
scenario since 1926, and thus defines the current
“SAFEMAX” (tax-advantaged portfolio).

• This retiree’s portfolio ran out of money after 30
years with an initial withdrawal rate of only 4.48%.

• After sharp portfolio declines over the first 6
years, matters improved through the 19th

year, after which collapse occurred rapidly.
Why? Let’s look at portfolio returns first…….
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Figure 2: 12-month Portfolio Returns for the 
10/1/1968 retiree

• During the first six years of retirement, the 10/1/1968
retiree endured four years of negative portfolio returns.
This undermined the sustainability of the portfolio at
the very beginning. This is the “Sequence-of-Returns
(SOR)” phenomenon in action.

• However, over the next 13 years, nominal portfolio
returns were strong, averaging 17.5% compounded.

• Despite this, negative portfolio returns in
years 20 and 22 triggered the eventual
collapse of the portfolio. How come? Let’s
look at the other “balloon hole”, withdrawals.
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Figure 3: Current Withdrawal Rates (CWR) for the 
10/1/1968 retiree

• The 10/1/1968 retiree began with an initial withdrawal 
rate of 4.48%.

• The CWR is the $ amount of withdrawal each year 
divided by that year’s starting portfolio value. By year 
6, it had ballooned to more than 11%. It remained fairly 
stable for the next 13 years, although at an elevated, 
double-digit level.

• In the 20th year, the CWR began a meteoric
rise, which eventually caused the portfolio
to “crash and burn” in the 30th year. 
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Figure 4: CPI for the 10/1/1968 retiree
• In retirement years 5 through 13, inflation was very 

high; inflation averaged almost 9% for those nine 
years. Note in particular Year #6 (1974), which 
experienced an 11.9% inflation rate while the portfolio 
return was -19.3%. Devastating!

• During the eight years of high inflation, the dollar 
values of withdrawals increased by 130%. Thus, it was 
high inflation, coupled with an unfavorable SOR, which 
spelled disaster for the 10/1/1968 retiree, and not
just the SOR alone. Both “balloon holes” were
involved in the outcome, reinforcing one another.
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The October 1, 1936 Retiree
(Moderate inflation early in retirement)
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Figure 5: Portfolio values for the 10/1/1936 retiree

• This retiree’s portfolio ran out of money after
30 years with an initial withdrawal rate of
about 5.3%, much higher than the 1/1/1968
retiree (about 4.5%).

• After sharp portfolio declines over the first 6
years, portfolio values recovered and seemed
to stabilize. Then, beginning in year 21,
the portfolio collapsed.
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Figure 6: 12-month Portfolio Returns for the 
10/1/1936 retiree

• Poor investment returns characterized the early ex-
perience of this retiree. Of the first six years, four 
years had negative portfolio returns.

• However, over the next 13 years, nominal portfolio
returns were strong, averaging 13.6% compounded.

• Apparently, a negative portfolio return in year 21
triggered the eventual collapse of the portfolio.
This is all very similar to the experience of the
1968 retiree. 23
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Figure 7: Current Withdrawal Rates (CWR) for the 
10/1/1936 retiree

• This chart shares many similarities with the chart 
for the 10/1/1968 retiree. By year 7, the IWR of 5.3% 
had ballooned to 10%.

• As with the 1968 retiree, the CWR remained stable 
for a number of years, although at an elevated level.

• In the 22nd year, the CWR began a meteoric
rise, which eventually caused the portfolio
to “crash and burn” in the 30th year. 
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Figure 8: CPI for the 10/1/1936 retiree
• The first four years were mildly deflationary. During this time, 

the dollar value of withdrawals actually declines slightly. 

• This was followed by a pick-up in inflation to an average rate 
of more than 7% over the next eight years. However, during 
the balance of retirement, inflation was modest, averaging 
about 1.5% over the net eighteen years.

• During the eight years of higher inflation, the dollar value of 
withdrawals climbed by more than 70%. This almost certainly 
had a negative effect on the longevity of this withdrawal plan.  
However, the impact was considerably less than the
higher, and longer-lasting inflation of the 10/1/1968
retiree. In many respects, the 1936 retiree is “1968 lite.”
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The October 1, 1929 Retiree
(Outright deflation early in retirement)
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Figure 9: The 10/1/1929 retiree & the volatile 1930’s

• The 10/1/1929 retiree suffered the largest stock
market decline (-89%) of the last 100 years,
beginning almost immediately upon retirement.

• This retiree’s portfolio ran out of money after 30
years with an initial withdrawal rate of about 5.5%.

• After sharp portfolio declines over the first 3
years, matters seemed to stabilize, then col-
lapsed quickly.
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Figure 10: 12-month Portfolio Returns for the 
10/1/1929 retiree

• The first 13 years were very volatile in the markets; 
six years had negative returns, and two other years 
were virtually flat. This was interspersed with a few 
very big years.

• As per figure #10, the 1929 portfolio returned -40% 
during the first 2 years. However, it still managed to 
survive 30 years, which is perhaps more than
one might expect, especially considering the 
higher-than-1968 5.5% IWR. 
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Figure 11: Current Withdrawal Rates (CWR) for the 
10/1/1929 retiree

• By year fourteen, the IWR of 5.5% had ballooned 
to 12+%.

• As with the 1968 retiree, the CWR remained 
stable for a number of years, although at an 
elevated level.

• In the 23rd year, the CWR began a meteoric
rise, which eventually caused the portfolio
to “crash and burn” in the 30th year. 
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Figure 12: CPI for the 10/1/1929 retiree
• The first four years of retirement were deflationary, 

which meant the dollar value of withdrawals actually 
shrank. Over the first fifteen years, the dollar value of 
withdrawals declined by more than 15%.

• Declining withdrawals of the 10/1/1929 retiree helped to 
offset heavy early portfolio losses. This helps to ex-
plain the surprising 5.5% initial withdrawal rate. 

• Both “balloon holes” were involved, but the second 
balloon hole (withdrawals) contributed positively to the 
outcome, a rare circumstance.
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Part 1 Takeaways:
3 Key Failed Retirement Withdrawal Plans
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Takeaways: Failed Retirement Portfolios
• All three “stressed” portfolios examined here similar patterns of early

declines in portfolio values (due to a major bear market), followed by
years of relative stability, and then a rapid decline in the last third of
retirement.

• The “SAFEMAX” for each portfolio increased as inflation decreased:
• 10/1/1968 retiree: 4.5% IWR (30-year average inflation rate = 5.3%)
• 10/1/1936 retiree: 5.3% IWR (30-year average inflation rate = 2.9%)
• 10/1/1929 retiree: 5.5% IWR (30-year average inflation rate = 1.9%)

• This suggests that inflation may be an important criteria
in our analysis of “failing” withdrawal plans.
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Part 2: How to Recognize a Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plan
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Preliminaries: How to Recognize a Failing Plan
• By “failure”, it is meant that the portfolio
becomes exhausted prior to its desired
longevity, at the specified initial withdrawal
rate.

• We begin with the hope that we can identify
certain parameters (CWR) which indicate
trouble may be brewing. This may per-
mit corrective measures to be taken.
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Figure 13: 1st 10 Years  of CWR’s of “Failed” 
Retirement Portfolios @ 6% Initial Withdrawal Rate

• To begin our analysis, let’s conduct an experiment. 

• For all 245 Quarterly Retirement Portfolios in my database 
(1926-1987), let’s set the IWR at 6%. Assume 30 years of 
longevity is required. This is a much higher IWR than the 30-
year “SAFEMAX” of 4.48% and should result in a consid-
erable number of “failures”. 

• In fact, 56 portfolios fail, with longevities sinking as
low as 15 years. Chart 13 plots the CWR for all 56 of
these portfolios.
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Figure 13: 1st 10 Years  of CWR’s of “Failed” 
Retirement Portfolios @ 6% Initial Withdrawal Rate

• All the portfolios begin in year 1, at the left of the chart, with an 
identical 6% IWR.

• This chart appears chaotic. At the 10-year mark, there are port-
folios with CWR’s as low as 6.5%, and some over 20%.

• Some portfolios get into trouble almost immediately, and some 
encounter trouble much later. But, by definition, all portfolios in 
this chart failed to last 30 years. There does not appear
to be any useful patterns which could help us identify a
failing portfolio by, let’s say, it’s CWR at the 5-year mark.
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Figure 13: 1st 10 Years  of CWR’s of “Failed” 
Retirement Portfolios @ 6% Initial Withdrawal Rate

• In year 10, there is a remarkably wide spread in 
CWR’s, from just over 6% to almost 21%. 

• Some portfolios get into trouble almost 
immediately, and some encounter trouble much 
later. But, by definition, all portfolios in this chart 
failed to last 30 years. Some failed in as few as
15 years.
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Figure 14: 1st 10 Years  of CWR’s of “Successful” 
Retirement Portfolios @ 6% I. W. R.

• To further our analysis, Figure 14 shows the first 10 
years of CWR from “successful” portfolios, i.e., those 
which lasted 30 years or longer. For clarity, I include 
only 56 portfolios randomly selected from the 189 failed 
portfolios. But this chart also looks chaotic!

• As with the failed portfolios, some developed problems 
early, and some later. But all portfolios lasted at
least 30 years, and some much longer. Thus, all
the “problems” eventually went away.
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Are CWR’s Useful in Identifying Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plans? (II)

• It appears that CWR, by itself, is of limited 
utility to warn about prospective failures.

•Can we combine CWR with another tool to 
produce a reliable indicator of danger?

•Perhaps, we can……….
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Inflationary Context and CWR are a great team
• In Part 1 we studied “worst-case” scenarios for 

three different inflationary regimes: High inflation, 
Moderate inflation, and Low inflation to deflationary.

• Figures 3, 7 and 11 presented the CWR profiles for 
each of these three scenarios during a 30-year 
retirement.
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Inflationary Context and CWR are a great team (II)
• Once you receive a worrisome signal from your 

client’s CWR, I recommend comparing your client’s 
current CWR chart against the appropriate inflation-
ary-regime figure. If your client’s chart is worse 
(higher CWR’s for the same years), an adjustment to 
withdrawals may be needed.

• Note that the inflationary regime charts are based 
on unique scenarios which may not repeat, even 
though they may “rhyme” with future scenar-
ios. Thus, the exercise of judgment and con-
tinual monitoring will still be required.



Part 2 Takeaways:
Recognizing Plans Which May Fail
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Takeaways: Recognizing Failing Retirement 
Portfolios

• It is usually not possible to determine with certainty
that a withdrawal plan will fail, just from its behavior in
the early years of retirement. There are many potential
combinations of future investment returns and inflation
to evaluate, with no “laws” to guide us.

• The suggested approach compares a client’s CWR
chart with the appropriate “worst-case” CWR chart for
three different inflationary regimes. If the client’s
chart is the worse of the two, adjustments
to withdrawals may be required.



Takeaways: Recognizing Failing Retirement 
Portfolios (II)

• The “sequence of returns” (SOR) has received great 
attention in earlier research, including mine. An early bear 
market is the hallmark of a “stressed” portfolio.

• The preceding suggests that the “sequence of inflation” 
(SOI) is also very important for retirement withdrawal 
plans. High inflation early in retirement “locks in” high 
dollar withdrawals which can later decimate a withdrawal
plan.
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Part 3: How to “Fix” a Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plan
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Preliminaries: How to “Fix” a Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plan

• Although they are viable “fixes” to a failing retirement 
plan, I am not going to discuss the following:

• Annuities
• Reverse Mortgages
Others far more knowledgeable than I on these topics have 
already published detailed analyses of them.

• Instead, I will focus on a remedy available to all 
retirees: adjusting their dollar withdrawals, or in
effect, their current withdrawal rate.
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Three Case Studies: Identifying & Repairing a 
Broken Withdrawal Plan

Let’s have some fun. I’ll present three with-
drawal plans in various stages of progress. 
Let’s see if we can correctly diagnose their 
fate, and recommend “cures” if applicable.
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Figure 14A: The Shiller CAPE
One of the metrics I will be using in our case 
studies is the Shiller Cyclically Adjusted P/E ratio 
(CAPE), a measure of stock valuations. Michael 
Kitces produced the first version of Figure 14A, 
which shows that high S&P 500 valuations (as 
measured by the Shiller CAPE) are associated 
with low SAFEMAX for the same year. The 
converse is also true. The negative correlation is 
consistent and dramatic. This suggests that 
waiting for low stock valuations to increase 
withdrawal rates, is a sensible strategy. 
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CASE STUDY 
#1
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Case Study #1: Supplementary info

Just completed 6th year of 30-year plan
IWR = 5.75%
Shiller CAPE at start  =  20.9 (l-t average 16.8)
Shiller CAPE (current) = 11.6
Inflation had been modest prior to first year.

FIX IT OR NIX IT?
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Case Study #1: Analysis
Pros:

Stocks are currently cheap, should rebound
Cons:

CWR has almost doubled, 10.0% vs 8.9% on regime
chart.

Inflation had been moderate, but appears to be picking 
up.

Retiree was greedy with IWR; with stocks so ex-
pensive at the start, should have settled for
5.3% IWR Instead of stretching for 5.75% (as
per Kitces-inspired approach). 
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Case Study #1: Conclusions
The  Cons appear to outweigh the Pros;
Therefore, “FIX IT”.
Withdrawals are about 10% higher than they should have been, 
had 5.3% IWR been selected; therefore reduce withdrawals by 10%.
Concerns about inflation argue for an additional adjustment. 
Because of uncertainty about inflation, make a minor further 
reduction of 3%. More can be done later if judged necessary.
Conclusion: reduce current withdrawals by 13% in order to
restore the plan to viability.
Let’s see how the adjusted plan turned out………………
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Case Study #1: Evaluation

This case was based on the October 1, 1936 
retiree, who retired just before the sizeable 1937
-1938 bear market. Had no changes been made, 
his portfolio would have expired in 24 years.

Our adjustments turned out to be successful, as 
the portfolio was restored to 30 years long-
evity, as per Figure 19.
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CASE STUDY 
#2
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Case Study #2: Supplementary info

Just completed 10th year of 30-year plan
IWR = 5.3%
Shiller CAPE at start  =  44.2 (l-t average 16.8)
Shiller CAPE (current) = 20.3
Inflation had been modest prior to first year.

FIX IT OR NIX IT?
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Case Study #2: Analysis
Pros:

Retiree chose appropriate IWR (5.3%) for
moderate-inflation environment

Inflation moderate.

Cons:
CWR 8.2% vs 7.5% on regime chart.
Stocks are not cheap, although not very

expensive either.
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Case Study #2: Conclusions

The  Pros appear to outweigh the Cons;
Therefore, “NIX IT”.

Up until last year, CWR curve was below “inflation regime 
curve. Only slightly exceeds it now.

Conclusion: Defer action. Let the plan run in its current 
form, and continue to monitor it each year.

Let’s see how the adjusted plan turned out………
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Case Study #2: Evaluation
This case was based on the January 1, 2000 
retiree, who has experienced two major bear 
markets in less than a decade. With only 17 years 
of data available, the fate of this portfolio is still 
uncertain.

However, the “vital signs” of the portfolio have 
improved. The CWR is trending well below the 
CWR of the moderate-inflation standard.
Things don’t look bad- for now.
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CASE STUDY 
#3
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Case Study #3: Supplementary info

Just completed 10th year of 30-year plan
IWR = 5.2%
Shiller CAPE at start  =  15.6 (l-t average 16.8)
Shiller CAPE (current) = 13.7
Inflation had been moderate prior to first year.

FIX IT OR NIX IT?
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Case Study #3: Analysis

Pros:
Retiree was conservative with IWR; expecting a moderate-

inflation environment to persist, still chose slightly less
than the corresponding SAFEMAX of 5.3%.

Stocks are relatively cheap (Shiller CAPE).
Cons:

CWR 15.5% vs 10.3% on regime chart.
Inflation has accelerated dramatically, and appears

to be out of control.
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Case Study #3: Conclusions
The  Cons appear to outweigh the Pros;
Therefore, “FIX IT”.
Inflation appears to be a horrendous problem, and is causing $ 
withdrawals to balloon each year. The sustainability of the portfolio 
is clearly threatened.
Conclusion: This is no time for half-way measures. Although the 
investor began with a low 5.2% withdrawal rate, subsequent jump 
in inflation suggests that the 4.5% “SAFEMAX”, would have 
worked out better. Situation appears worse than in the 1970’s, so 
recommend a 30% cut in $ withdrawals beginning in Year 11.
Let’s see how the adjusted plan turned out………………
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Case Study #3: Evaluation

The 30% reduction in withdrawals under-
taken in Year 11 extended the portfolio’s 
life to only 21 years (Figure 29). Since 
this was insufficient, two years later a 
further 35% cut was made in with-
drawals. This was successful in 
extending the portfolio’s life to the 
intended 30 years (Figure 30). 
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Case Study #3: Evaluation (II)
The retiree is now faced with living on just 45% of 
the portfolio withdrawals he had enjoyed only two 
years earlier. This is likely to be traumatic.

Had the retiree acted five years earlier, in year 6, a 
single reduction of 35% would have sufficed, rather 
than the 55% which was ultimately required. This 
would have been painful, but far less painful
than the draconian measures actually
employed.
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Case Study #3: Evaluation (III)
• This case used hypothetical data, illustrating a very serious 

inflationary episode coupled with poor investment returns. Had no 
remedial measures been taken, the portfolio would have been 
exhausted in just 17 years. This underscores the need for early and 
decisive adjustments when an high-inflation regime appears.

• This nightmare scenario of high inflation and low returns would 
have required an IWR of 3.6% to sustain the portfolio over 30 years. 
As such, had it been real, it would have redefined “SAFEMAX”, 
which had been 4.5% till this scenario materialized. 
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Part 3 Takeaways:
How to “Fix” a Failing Retirement Withdrawal Plan
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Takeaways: How to “Fix” a Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plan

• Usually, the health of a withdrawal plan is called into question
when the CWR rises significantly, and/or portfolio values fall
precipitously. Stock valuations and the client’s choice of IWR
should also be considered as part of the diagnosis.

• In general, when the primary cause of these changes is
determined to be low investment returns (usually a major bear
market), a patient approach can be taken toward a “fix”.
Markets often recover, and with them the portfolio.
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Takeaways: How to “Fix” a Failing Retirement 
Withdrawal Plan (II)

• However, if high and potentially durable inflation
appears to be an additional culprit, swift and bold
action is often required to “save” the portfolio.
Dollar withdrawals need to be reduced to levels
which restore integrity to the plan.
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Caveats

We have no cohesive theories about markets or economics (such 
as Newton’s Laws of Motion) which allow us to predict future 
financial phenomena with any confidence. The successful ap-
plication of my work depends on markets behaving in the future 
much as they have in the past.

Obviously, in the absence of a set of explanatory principles, there 
is no assurance of that. Thus, we all must be prepared for 
extremes of market behavior never before encountered.  
There is no substitute for the constant application of reason
in our work, and no excuse for blind acceptance of
anything I have presented herein.
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